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Section I

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON BLIND FLIGHT

Directional radio worked in reverse to locate planes. Popular science, New York, Apr. 1941, v. 138, no. 4, p. 65. diagrs., illus.

Gyro guide, by William P. Lear. Flying and popular aviation, Chicago, Apr. 1941, v. 28, no. 4, p. 40-41, 72, 74. diagrs., illus.


Directional control. Aero digest, New York, Dec. 1940, v. 37, no. 6, p. 86. illus.


Radio marks "X" on map to show pilot his position. Popular mechanics, Chicago, Nov. 1940, v. 74, no. 5, p. 730.
BLIND FLIGHT

Two new Lear releases. Aviation, New York, Nov. 1940, v. 39, no. 11, p. 50. illus.


Aero radio digest. (Bendix automatic aircraft radio direction finders.) Aero digest, New York, Sep., Oct. 1940, v. 37, no. 3; 4, p. 175-76; 198, 201. illus.


Blind landings will be the next important addition to domestic airline operations. Flying and popular aviation, Chicago, Aug. 1940, v. 27, no. 2, p. 12-14, 78, 80. diagrs., illus.


BLIND FLIGHT


FM - what it is and what it may mean in aviation radio, by Don Fink. Aviation, New York, June, July 1940, v. 39, no. 6; 7, p. 46-47, 124; 48-49, 120. diags., illus.

Hooded pilot flies big plane "blind" from start to landing. Popular mechanics, Chicago, July 1940, v. 74, no. 1, p. 44, illus.

Landing by the yardstick, by James Farber. Popular aviation, Chicago, July 1940, v. 27, no. 1, p. 44-46, 76. diags., illus.


Cones - of - silence made audible - visible with position marker, by E. A. Laporte. Canadian aviation, Toronto, June 1940, v. 13, no. 6, p. 33-34.


Blind landing next, by J. Leggett. Popular mechanics, Chicago, Apr. 1940, v. 73, no. 4, p. 481-83.
BLIND FLIGHT


Magnetic cables guide planes to blind landing. Popular science, New York, Apr. 1940, v. 136, no. 4, p. 121. illus.


La Radioélectricité dans l'aéronautique, par Marcel Laveran. Revue générale de l'électricité, Paris, Mar. 2-9, 16-23, 1940, v. 47, no. 9-10; 11-12, p. 147-61; 194-201. diagrs.


BLIND FLIGHT


Practical air navigation, by T. C. Lyon. Washington, U. S. Govt. print. off., 1940, 245 p. (Department of commerce, bulletin no. 24)

Radio and instrument flying, by C. A. Zweng. Bloomington, Ill., McKnight, 1940, 81 p. illus.


Toward safer flight; CAA technical development program; instrument landing system. CAA air commerce bulletin, Washington, Dec. 15, 1939, v. 11, no. 1, p. 155-57. diagrs.


Learadio airport localizer (gives pilot relative position to a selected runway.) Interavia, Geneva, Oct. 27, 1939, no. 680-81, p. 5-6.


BLIND FLIGHT


Pilot is "Talked" down safely by blind-landing beams. Popular mechanics, Chicago, Oct. 1939, v. 72, no. 4, p. 536.

Radio compass keeps point toward station tuned. Popular mechanics, Chicago, Oct. 1939, v. 72, no. 4, p. 526. illus.


Airtrack mobile landing equipment. Aviation, New York, Sep. 1939, v. 38, no. 9, p. 44. illus.


El Vuego sin visibilidad. Mundo aeronáutico, Buenos Aires, Sep. 1939, p. 4-5. illus. (Also Chile aéreo, Santiago, May 1939, v. 11, no. 120, p. 8, 10-12)


Indianapolis experiment station opened. CAA air commerce bulletin, Washington, June 15, 1939, v. 10, no. 12, p. 301.


BLIND FLIGHT


Towards 100 per cent regularity, by Frank Brent. Flight, London, May 4, 1939, v. 35, no. 1584, p. 461-64. illus. (Technique of blind approach and landing)


Bendix landing system. Aviation, New York, Apr. 1939, v. 38, no. 4, p. 41-42. diagrs. (Also Canadian aviation, Toronto, Apr. 1939, v. 12, no. 4, p. 19)

**BLIND FLIGHT**

*Sugli orizzonti artificiali, di L. Elia.* L'Aerotecnica, Roma, Apr. 1939, v. 19, no. 4, p. 426-36. diagrs., illus., tables.


*So you have an instrument rating! by C. S. Hough.* The Sportsman pilot, New York, Mar. 15, 1939, v. 21, no. 3, p. 10-11, 34, 56, 58. illus.


BLIND FLIGHT


Direction finder. Western flying, Los Angeles, Feb. 1939, v. 19, no. 2, p. 28. illus.


New direction finder. Western flying, Los Angeles, Jan. 1939, v. 19, no. 1, p. 32.

BLIND FLIGHT


Direction finder, by D. Nukiyama, M. Irisawa and T. Kobayasi. Tokyo, Tokyo imperial university, 1939, 40 p. (Aeronautical research institute report no. 176)


Radio and instrument flying, by Charles A. Zweng. Bloomington, Ill., McKnight and McKnight, 1939. 64 p. illus.


BLIND FLIGHT


The Sperry-RCA automatic direction finder. Canadian aviation, Toronto, Nov. 1938, v. 11, no. 11, p. 21-34. illus., tables.


BLIND FLIGHT


Simple airplane position finder is useful to the pilot. Popular mechanics, Chicago, Sep. 1938, v. 70, no. 3, p. 391. illus., tables.

3 spots and a horn, by Don Fink. Aviation, New York, Sep. 1938, v. 37, no. 9, p. 28-29, 73-74.


BLIND FLIGHT

Air-track has new position finder on the market. Aviation, New York, July 1938, v. 37, no. 7, p. 41. illus.


Metcalf - M.I.T; progress reported on new blind landing system. Aviation, New York, July 1938, v. 37, no. 6, p. 40-41.


Instrument landing today and tomorrow, by Henry W. Roberts. Aero digest, New York, June 1938, v. 32, no. 6, p. 79-80, 98. illus.


BLIND FLIGHT


Under the weather; instrument landing. Fortune, Chicago, June 1938, v. 17, no. 6, p. 62-63, 104, 106. diags., illus., tables.


Ceiling zero; new radio system guides planes to blind landings, by R. E. Martin. Popular science, New York, May 1938, v. 132, no. 5, p. 46-47. diags., illus.


U. S. blind landing systems; aeronautical radio developments; latest news in the field of aircraft wireless. Aircraft, Melbourne, Australia, May 1938, v. 16, no. 8, p. 17-18. diags.


Horizontal beam, runway marker. Aero digest, New York, Apr. 1938, v. 32, no. 4, p. 62, 64.


BLIND FLIGHT


Blind; air track a radio guided approach system. Time, New York, Feb. 7, 1938, v. 31, no. 6, p. 33. diagrs.


BLIND FLIGHT


Problems in the design of transmitting and receiving equipment and utilizing directional beams with particular reference to radio direction finders, by William P. Lear. Canadian aviation, Toronto, Jan. 1938, v. 11, no. 1, p. 25. diagrs., illus.


BLIND FLIGHT


Through the overcast; the art of instrument flying, by Assen Jordanoff. New York; London, Funk and Wagnalls, 1938. 256 p. diagrs., illus.


Automatic flight — an Air corps achievement, by Charles J. Bauer. Popular aviation, Chicago, Dec. 1937, v. 21, no. 6, p. 32-34, 73. diagrs., illus.


Airport orientator under test by safety and planning division. Department of commerce, air commerce bulletin, Washington, Nov. 15, 1937, v. 9, no. 5, p. 119. illus.


BLIND FLIGHT

Blind landings will be next. Popular aviation, Chicago, Aug. 1937, v. 21, no. 2, p. 33-34, 62-63. diagrs., illus.


Demonstration of instrument landing equipment; the Lorenz system at Indianapolis, by Don Fink. Aviation, New York, July 1937, v. 36, no. 7, p. 20-21, 72, 75.


The Lorenz blind landing system. Electronics, New York, July 1937, v. 10, no. 6, p. 26-27. illus. (Also Aero digest, New York, June 1937, v. 30, no. 6, p. 66. illus.)

Radio eyes for the air liners. Popular mechanics, Chicago, July 1937, v. 68, no. 1, p. 82-85, 126A. illus.

Lorenz instrument landing system as demonstrated at Indianapolis. Communication and broadcast engineer, New York, June 1937, v. 4, no. 6, p. 12-13, 37.


BLIND FLIGHT


Static proof direction finder aids safe flying. Popular mechanics, Chicago, Apr. 1937, v. 27, no. 4, p. 511. illus.


Section II

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE AUTOMATIC PILOT


Hooded pilot flies big plane "blind" from start to landing. Popular mechanics, Chicago, July 1940, v. 74, no. 1, p. 44.


High altitude liner has robot "Fourth Pilot." Popular mechanics, Chicago, May 1940, v. 73, no. 5, p. 655. illus.


La Radioélectricité dans l'aéronautique, par Marcel Laveran. Revue générale de l'électricité, Paris, Mar. 2-9; 16-23, 1940, v. 47, no. 9-10; 11-12, p. 147-61; 194-201. diagrs.


AUTOMATIC PILOT


Mechanical brain. Gone are the days when a pilot spent hours on his flight plan. This instrument figures it for him. Western flying, Los Angeles, Jan. 1940, v. 20, no. 1, p. 21, 24. illus.


L'Avion sans pilote grace aux gouvernes autoptères, par A. Verdurand. La Science et la vie, Paris, Nov. 1939, v. 56, no. 269, p. 401-05. diagrs., illus.


Note sull' impiego dell' indicatore di virata e sbandamento, di Giorgio Rossi. Rivista aeronautica, Roma, May, Aug. 1939, v. 15, no. 5; 8, p. 233-49; 219-34. diagrs., illus.


Some fundamental considerations in application of automatic control to continuous processes, by E. S. Bristol and J. C. Peters. Transactions of the American society of mechanical engineers, New York, May 1939, v. 61, no. 4, p. 358-63.


AUTOMATIC PILOT


AUTOMATIC PILOT


Pilotes de vol à voile sans visibilité avec les instruments Askania. L'Écho des alpes, Anvers, Apr. 1938, v. 8, no. 14, p. 177-78. illus., tables.


Toy that grew up; gyrocompass, gyropilot, gyrostabilizer, directional gyro, by H. W. Magee. Popular mechanics, Chicago, Feb. 1938, v. 69, no. 2, p. 188-91. diagrs., illus., tables.


AUTOMATIC PILOT


Automatic flight - an Air corps achievement, by Charles J. Bauer. Popular aviation, Chicago, Dec. 1937, v. 21, no. 6, p. 32-34, 73. diagrs., illus.


Rigidity in space; Sperry gyropilot. Time, Chicago, Sep. 6, 1937, v. 30, no. 10, p. 38.

AUTOMATIC PILOT


Flight analyzer on air liner writes log of trip. Popular mechanics, Chicago, June 1937, v. 68, no. 6, p. 856. illus.


Section III

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON ICE FORMATION


Detection of supercooled fog droplets; polariscope study in conjunction with sound; possible application to detecting wing icing, by R. L. Ives. Journal of the aeronautical sciences, New York, Jan. 1941, v. 8, no. 3, p. 120-22. diags.


ICE FORMATION


Stacks and rings; carburetor air preheat, by G. F. Titterton. Aviation, New York, June 1939, v. 38, no. 6, p. 32-33, 86, 88. illus.


ICE FORMATION


ICE FORMATION


Ice formation on airplane shown in wind tunnel. Popular mechanics, Chicago, Nov. 1938, v. 70, no. 5, p. 694. diagrs., illus., tables.


ICE FORMATION


ICE FORMATION

Die Eisbildung an Flugzeugen und laboratoriums-untersuchungen über diese erscheinung, von L. Labnic. Technika lotnicza, Warsaw, 1938, no. 4, p. 97-103. illus., tables.


Methods of preventing ice accretion. International air traffic association, Budapest, the Hague, 1938, p. 154-64. (38th General meeting, June 30; July 1, 2, 1938) (Information bulletin no. 28)


DE-ICING


An Anti-knock and carburetor de-icing fluid. Automotive industries, Philadelphia, July 1, 1940, v. 85, no. 1, p. 18.


DE-ICING


DE-ICING


Enteiser für luftschauben, von N. V. Lebedev. Tekhnika vozduzhdnovovo flota, Moscow, Nov. 1938, v. 12, no. 11, p. 35-47. diagrs., illus. (In Russian)


DE ICING


How are "slinger rings" used for de-icing propellers? The Pilot, Los Angeles, Jan. 1938, v. 11, no. 1, p. 16.


Icing, by George F. Taylor. (In his Aeronautical meteorology, New York and Chicago, 1938, p. 313-318. illus.)

Icing and how to avoid it, by Assen Jordanoff. (In his "Through the overcast", New York, Funk and Wagnalls co., 1938, p. 92-99. diagrs.)


DE-ICING


Ice formation found big hazard in aviation; experts fight peril with de-icers for planes. Popular mechanics, Chicago, July 1937, v. 68, no. 1, p. 70-71. illus.
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